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This Report is written for our main funders, the Network for Social
Change, as well as local health organisations. It can also be downloaded at
www.artspokes.com The Overview is being sent to the schools and other
organisations and individuals who kindly contributed to the Campaign. The
Report goes hand in hand with a colourful PowerPoint presentation summarizing
the Banana Bytes Campaign and giving the flavour of the project. View at

www.artspokes.com
The aim of the Report is to describe the Healthy Eating Campaign and its outcomes
and share information with other organisations, especially those who may only
have had a small involvement and, as a result, be unaware of the overall Campaign
and its results. The Report gives actual and estimated figures for the number of
families or individuals the Campaign reached. Information was gathered through
observation, conversation, questionnaires and statistics. Graphic Software used
with the children included Inkscape and Brushes for iPad.

Overview
Banana Bytes (BBytes) was a pilot campaign to promote healthier eating in new
imaginative ways which would have a real impact on people’s lives. The Campaign
took place in Tower Hamlets, East London where 41% of children are overweight or
obese by age 11 and a third of the population is Bangladeshi.
The aim was to involve schools, parents and local organisations to ensure the
Campaign reached the community in an accessible way in keeping with their
culture and budget.
In total 122 children and 30 parents from 4 primary schools took part during 201415 to create their own specific Healthy Eating Campaign. Artists were on hand to
stimulate new creative ways of reaching people through design, video and digital
art. The Banana Bytes web site acted as the public ‘face’ of the Campaign and
shared information across schools.
The five main themes participants chose were:
•
•
•
•
•

Cooking and healthy recipes, including healthy tips and a guide to measuring
Promoting healthy snacking
Helping and encouraging families to check food labels
Informing on the Hidden Sugars in ‘healthy’ foods & drinks
The ‘low-down’ on Fats focusing on the very popular Perfect Fried Chicken

The schools created a twenty-page recipe book, two Snack Recipe booklets, two
short videos and ten posters, all designed for an ESL (English as a Second Language)
audience.
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In total 2000 recipe booklets and multiple copies of the videos were shared with
families and local organizations through Idea Stores (libraries), Health Centres, an
employment advice centre, press, cinema, television and events. They could also
be downloaded from the web site. The Campaign had the backing of the borough
Healthy Eating provision and during the Campaign local health organizations
supported projects with talks, health information and advice.
We estimate that the Campaign reached at least 4,000 families in the local
community and 300,000 in the wider community through Bangla TV and daily video
showings at the local cinema. In the feedback sessions, families told us that they
found the Campaign information very appealing, easy to understand, useful and
an effective way of changing behaviour with 90% choosing Good-Very Good in the
Questionnaires.
A campaign such as Banana Bytes shows that an imaginative approach powered by
and geared to the local community has a definite impact on groups which have a
very high rate of obesity and which fall outside the reach of national campaigns.
Banana Bytes cost 15K. When compared with the 8 billion spent by the NHS on one
single obesity related disease – Type 2 Diabetes – the rolling out of Banana Bytes
type campaigns across London would be very cost effective.

small bytes for big change
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What Banana Bytes achieved:
1) Involved four primary schools in the most deprived area in
Tower Hamlets in healthy activities and workshops to produce
a small and coherent Healthy Eating Campaign.
2) Placed the Campaign in the hands of schools and families
from the start. Teachers, parents and children led on the
specific content of the Campaign, choosing themes they
thought would best address the Healthy Eating issues in
Tower Hamlets and in each case focusing on an area of
special importance to their school and their families.
3) Listened to the schools and structured the activities in the
Campaign around their decisions.
4) Shared what the children created with their local community
through four Idea Stores (libraries), four Health Centres,
employment advice centre, press, cinema and events. And
with a much larger audience across the UK through Bangla TV.
5) Involved the following local health organisations in Tower
Hamlets in supporting Banana Bytes: The Healthy Lives
Team, Health Trainers, dieticians, local Health Centres and the
Poplar and Limehouse Health Network.
6) Set up a temporary web site and Twitter account for the
project to share information within and across schools and
give the Campaign a public face – Bananabytes.net (not
currently live) @gobananabytes.
7) Helped reinforce links between the Health Centres and
schools.
8) Added a refreshing approach to the standard NHS material.
9) Reached at least 4,000 families in the local community and
300,000 in the wider community.
10) Ran feedback sessions which showed that the Campaign
information was appealing, easy to understand and likely to
change eating habits.
ArtSpokes also raised additional funding from Hyperion Insurance
(£1,000.00) and contributions in kind from Waitrose and the
Co-op customers, Saatchi & Saatchi, DK Books, The Japan Society
and Media Trust.
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Some figures, actual and estimated:
• 122 children and 30 parents in four schools took part in Banana
Bytes in weekly sessions over 6-8 weeks – during school, after
school or Saturday clubs – over the course of one year.
• Health Centre staff, Health Trainers and a member of the Healthy
Lives Team, supported the project by visiting the schools to give
advice and talks to children and parents. Community dieticians
‘vetted’ the information printed and shared.
We estimate the Campaign reached:
o At least 4,000 families in the local community through siblings,
extended family, the Idea Stores (libraries) and Health Centres,
Healthy Lives Team, local press including Bengali press (Bangla
Post, East End Life, Hackney Gazette, East London Advertiser,
The Wharf) and the Spring Festival Event in Chrisp Street
Market.
o At least 300,000 in the wider community through Bangla TV
and daily showings of the Chicken n Chips video at the Genesis
Cinema over four months, June-September 2015.
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Please see Section 6 p14 for a breakdown of the figures and how we
calculated them.

The output:
•

•

•
•
•
•

1 recipe book 10 EASY AND HEALTHY RECIPES – 20pp A5
2 concertina folded recipe booklets – SNACK RECIPES 1 & 2 – A5
2 videos 2 minutes each – Hidden Sugar and Chicken n Chips
Banana Bytes web site and Twitter
A set of 10 posters with ‘healthy’ haiku poems accompanied by
an information sheet - displayed in four health centres.
8 events

View videos www.artspokes.com
The themes for each project were chosen by the schools, the aim
being to create Healthy Eating material in a simple, clear format
suitable for families with ESL (English as a Second Language). The
Schools Dietician for the Community Nutrition and Dietetics Team,
Bart’s Health NHS commented on recipes and proposed healthy
alternatives where necessary.
Booklets, leaflets, posters were designed to fit standard display
units in Health Centres, Idea Store, pharmacies. The videos and
PowerPoint presentation have captions rather than sound suitable
for library and health centre environments with an optional music
track for schools.
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The four school projects:
The schools taking part:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bygrove Primary School
Mayflower Primary School
Woolmore Primary School
Marner Primary School

What they wanted to do:
•
•
•

Involve parents
Encourage cooking & share healthy tips through recipes
Encourage healthy snacks

•

Spread the word on hidden sugars in foods & the high fat
content of Chicken n Chips

The four projects were very different in the numbers of children
involved, their organisation and even where and when they took
place. They ranged in scale from the intimacy of Bygrove School
with eight children taking part to Marner Shine, which included
sixty children; from sessions during school, after-school, to all
day Saturday. As a result each project had its own character and
strengths and its own momentum.
What all the school projects had in common, was a desire to help
their children and their community by helping solve the problem
of child obesity.

1. Bygrove Primary School 10 Bygrove St, Poplar, London
E14 6DN, May-July 2014, school lead Sherin Khanom, eight
weekly sessions 1.30-3.00
A5 RECIPE BOOKLET 10 EASY AND HEALTHY RECIPES 20pp focusing
on HEALTHY MAIN MEALS. Introduces children and parents to
new healthy dishes and healthy variations on familiar dishes. With
healthy tips and useful guides to measuring.
The project - eight children from Years 3-6 with invited parents
learnt to prepare and cook healthy recipes chosen by Sherin,
Reception Teacher and Nursery Nurse. Sherin also runs a cookery
club for parents in school. The choice of recipes was based on
Sherin’s experience of working with parents and knowledge
of local need. Parents also chose one recipe and another was
personalised by the children.
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Bygrove Primary School is a small, one storey modern school
building for 240 children and their project was on an intimate
scale in the Parents Room in the ‘heart’ of the school, close to the
Reception and with direct access to a small garden where Sherin
and the children had planted herbs. Other staff and parents could
drop in helping spread the word on healthy eating and there was
a very warm and open atmosphere, the delicious aromas from the
dishes pervading the school. Although this project, unfortunately,
didn’t have face to face Healthy Adviser time, Sherin emphasized
healthy tips such as substituting herbs for salt to give flavour and
using rapeseed oil for cooking. Computers in the room enabled
one child to record the Recipe Steps in each session. The kitchen
staff were also invited to visit and include one of the recipes in the
school menu.
Children recorded recipes with drawings, photos, and writing,
designed icons on the computer and collected healthy tips for
their recipe booklet. They were ambassadors for Banana Bytes,
sharing their knowledge with their classmates and parents in class
and assembly and through the school newsletter. Their booklet
was designed and laid out by Charlotte at DK Books and then
tested in school with parents for its appeal and clarity of recipes &
information.
1,000 copies were printed and distributed to all families in school
and then to the local community through the Health Centres
and Idea Stores (libraries). The children presented 500 copies to
Chrisp Street Health Centre and were given a tour of the Centre by
Dr. Husain who explained and demonstrated taking blood pressure
and the importance of diet for a healthy pressure. Charlotte,
designer from DK Books, visited the project and talked to the
children about her design work.
Sherin was the driving force bringing to the project her experience
of teaching cooking to local parents and a clear idea of what would
be useful to families in the community. We were confident that
the tried and tested recipes Sherin chose for the recipe book
would appeal to local families.

small bytes for big change
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2. Mayflower Primary School, Upper North Street, E14
6DU, May-July 2014, Year 4 class teacher Rita Bach, three class
sessions and five group sessions
TWO FOLDED CONCERTINA RECIPE BOOKLETS A4 – SNACK
RECIPES 1 & 2 recipes contributed by parents, children and staff.
Healthy versions of popular snacks plus ideas for very quick
snacks and healthy tips.
The project - Mayflower Primary School is a large 3-storey school
built in the 1920’s with an intake of 350 children. Their project
involved a whole class, 32 children in Year 4, and took place in the
Year 4 classroom on the third floor, an adjacent roof top garden,
the cookery room and the ICT suite. The Mayflower Banana
Bytes stands out for being the most inventive and experimental
of all the projects both in cooking and art. It was also unique in
that parents contributed the recipes. Two competitions added
excitement, Mayflower Masterchef and designing a logo for their
recipe booklets.
Year 4 ran the Mayflower Masterchef Competition with two
Masterchef Challenges. The parents entered into the spirit of
Masterchef competition with enthusiasm bringing in a great
variety of colourful and beautifully presented dishes prepared at
home with their children. Preparation included photographing the
making of their dishes and recording the recipes. The children,
class teacher and Headteacher judged the competition.
The Year 4 children, for their part, created some strikingly
imaginative fruit sculpture and each designed their logo at home
for the competition. The high calibre of their ideas and artwork
made the final choice difficult.
The children also photographed the Masterchef dishes, laid out
recipe sheets on the computer and learnt to use Brushes on ipad.
Each child contributed a drawing of their favourite healthy snack.
Six children took part in a cookery class in school where, with
the advice of the Dietician and the help of school staff, children
created healthy versions of two Masterchef dishes, pasta salad
and a biscuit, which they then shared with classmates. All Year 4
children tasted, commented and discussed the dishes.
The recipes included in the Mayflower Snack Recipe Sheets 1
& 2 are a selection from the recipes contributed by parents
and children to the competition and were chosen by the Class
Teacher, Healthy School Lead, Angie, and ArtSpokes. Healthier
ingredients were substituted on the advice of the Schools
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Dietician. This project, unfortunately, didn’t have face to face Healthy
Adviser time as the Healthy Lives Advisor was on compassionate leave.
There is a potential for linking in with school literacy classes to help
parents write their recipes and instructions.
The Head Teacher was very supportive of Banana Bytes, contributing a
generous prize which was divided amongst the Masterchef competitors
and also funding the after-school cookery class for the children. 1,000
copies of each booklet were printed and distributed to all families in
school and then to the local community through the Health Centres and
Idea Stores (libraries). Children presented 500 recipe booklets directly
to Dr. Ali from Newby Place Health Centre in their Assembly when prizes
were also awarded to the Masterchef winners.

Woolmore Primary School Woolmore Street London E14 0EW, SepOct 2014 school leads Jen McCurdy and Tasneem Rajah, 6 two hour after
school sessions
VIDEO: HIDDEN SUGARS AND POWERPOINT PRESENTATION.
The project - Woolmore Primary School was then in the old Edwardian
school building, now demolished, with its large halls. Over 400 children
attend the school. Their project took place across the two halls and the
adjoining school kitchen. 10 children from Years 3-6 and their parents
made dips, breads and chutneys for snacks and lunch boxes led by
Tasneem, Parent Co-ordinator and Jen, class teacher. The Woolmore
project stands out for being a model project in the numbers of children
and parents taking part and the planning and involvement of staff and
health professionals. It was a very effective team project and we think
it is a structure that could be repeated across other schools. Please see
page
As the third project, it benefited from our learning in the earlier projects
and the much greater involvement of health professionals, as well as the
excitement of the Celebrity Chef. Celebrity Chef, Rakesh Ravindran Nair
from The Cinnamon Club, visited the school, gave a talk and ran a Master
Class demonstrating coriander dip and chickpea bread. Other visitors
to the project included Dr Husain from Chrisp Street Health Centre who
explained digestion and how obesity affects health, checked parent’s
blood pressures and answered their questions. Laura from Healthy Lives
Team demonstrated the Eatwell Plate and the ‘Poplar’ Health Trainers
introduced parents to new dishes.

small bytes for big change
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The children made the Hidden Sugars video with filmmaker Tim
Newton. The video reveals the sugar content in popular ‘healthy’ foods
and encourages families to Check the Label. The Hidden Sugars chosen
by school, parents and children were Ribena, Kelloggs Healthy Cocoa
Pops, Tesco Value Apple Juice and Fruit Yoghurt, Lucozade Sports Drink.
Separating the art and cooking activities worked well. The parents
having a Cook and Eat session with the Health Trainers while the
children made the video.
A relaxed and friendly time was set aside at end of sessions to share
the prepared food, talk about what we had done that day and gather
feedback from parents and children.
The project also focused on ICT and Presentation skills. Parents and
their children made a PowerPoint presentation to document their
project and share what they had learnt with other families. The
PowerPoint presentation and video were shown to the whole school
and shared at an event in Chrisp Street Market and other venues.
It proved to be an ideal balance of cooking, health information and art.
Four sessions included a talk by an invited health professional or the
Celerity Chef. Taking place after school, avoided any conflict with school
schedule or space, giving access to kitchen and halls. The parents and
children were personally invited to take part so were very involved in
the project resulting in 100% attendance over the six weeks. The Head
Teacher and other staff came to the Saturday Spring Festival to support
Banana Bytes.
4. Marner Shine School at Marner Primary School Devas
Street London E3 3LL, spring term 2015 school lead Carol Doherty,
six Saturday sessions
VIDEO: CHICKEN N CHIPS , HAIKU POEMS AND 10 POSTERS
The project - Marner Primary School was the largest school taking part
in Banana Bytes with an intake of 700 children. The Victorian school
has been extended with crossovers between the original buildings
and new extension with multiple stairways. The project took place
in class rooms, the hall, the ICT room and the school playground. The
Marner Primary school project was also the largest Banana Bytes,
involving sixty children age 7-10 at Marner Shine School over six days.
Ten parents and their children also came to an after school GP talk and
sushi making session. Saturday Shine gives extra support to selected
children, the focus being ‘improving attainment and raising aspirations’.
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Older children were also taking part in Eat Like a Champ, a Danone
programme specifically aimed at tackling poor nutrition and obesity
in 9-10 years old.
Their project stands out for its scale, the ambitious number of
Banana Bytes activities and the interesting and valuable range of
people involved from mentors to the Japanese volunteers, all of
whom contributed to the success of the project. The size of the
school and numbers also had a bearing on the organisation of Banana
Bytes . Every child was included in a health talk, the poetry, Japan Day,
and digital poster with smaller groups taking part in the filmmaking
and other activities.
The theme of their Banana Bytes project was unhealthy FAT,
highlighting Chicken n Chips, known locally as PFC (Perfect Fried
Chicken). The project was informed by two talks by a local GP, Nurse
and Health Worker. The children made their Chicken n Chips video
with filmmaker Tim Newton and took part in a Japan Day with sushi
making, origami, calligraphy and haiku poetry. A haiku poet led
workshops inspired by fruit and vegetables from Chrisp Street market
and a Japanese volunteer demonstrated calligraphy. The children
then designed the digital posters to promote Banana Bytes using their
fruit and veg haiku poetry and photos of their origami. Some of the
children later visited Chrisp Street Market, met the market vendors
and took part in the Spring Festival helping demonstrate healthy
recipes in the Pavilion. A group of children also visited St Andrews
Health Centre where Marium and Luthfa, Healthcare Advisers, also
organised a Banana Bytes video showing along with a very engaging
tour of the centre, an exercise class and a healthy fruit snack session
with Nutritionist Georgia Puckett
Their project was supported by the Japan Society and visitors
included Japan Society volunteers, Dr Beccy Scott from Bromley-byBow Health Centre, Nurse Marium Begum and Luthfa Begum, Health
Literacy from St Andrews Walk-in and Health Centre.
Shine School volunteer mentors from local schools and Queen Mary
University and the Healthcare advisors added a richness and energy
to Banana Bytes with their input and ideas. Carol, Deputy Head,
supported Banana Bytes and generously contributed to the cost of
the sushi making and the haiku poet.

small bytes for big change
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The Outcome:
1. 2,000 recipe books/booklets distributed
2. Multiple video showings
3. Eight events
1. Recipe booklets distributed:
1,000 recipe books and 1,000 sets of recipe booklets were
professionally printed and distributed to:
•

Every family in the school involved
•

Idea Stores in Chrisp Street, Whitechapel and Bow
•

Newby Place, Chrisp Street, St Andrews, *Bromley by Bow
Health Centres, both to the public and staff, including GPs
•

Bromley by Bow Employment and Skills Centre (supports over
1,500 local people a year)
•

Tower Hamlets Health Trainers and Healthy Lives Team for
teaching in local schools and community
•

Visitors to the Spring Festival, Chrisp Street Market

Recipes were also available to view and download from the web
site.
*Bromley by Bow was the first Healthy Living Centre in the UK and over
2000 local people use the centre weekly.

2. Video showings and PowerPoint:
• Idea Stores – The videos were shown on the plasma screens
in the Children’s Libraries at four Idea Stores (libraries) in Tower
Hamlets during Banana Byte Week. These Idea Stores are popular
and well placed to reach the greatest number of residents. The
week included a display explaining the project, an introduction by
ArtSpokes and a talk by the Health Trainer Team. We also gathered
feedback through questionnaires and conversation. The event was
advertised on the plasma screens in the preceding weeks.
• Genesis Cinema, Mile End Road – the Chicken n Chips video
was shown daily alongside the advertising during June-September.
Genesis is a family run cinema well used by local people. It has
around 15 shows a day across 5 screens. The management chose
not to show the Hidden Sugar video as it conflicted with their
advertising.
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3. Banana Byte Events:
• The Celebrity Chef Rakesh Nair from The Cinnamon Club ran
a Master Class for parents and children at Mayflower Primary
School showing them how to make chickpea bread and green
coriander dip. The recipes were shared on the Banana Bytes web
site along with recipes contributed by parents.
• The Japan Society visited Marner Shine School and organized
an after-school healthy sushi making event for parents and
children. They talked about the value of traditional Japanese diet
low in saturated fats. The event also included an introductory talk
and Q & A by Dr Beccy Scott from Bromley by Bow Health Centre
on fats and their effect on health.
• Japan Day at Marner Shine School – haiku poetry, origami,
calligraphy and sushi making. A haiku poet visited and the
children’s poems were later shared on Twitter. Japanese
volunteers led origami and calligraphy classes and the Japan
Society sent a trunk of Japanese clothes, traditional weapons,
masks etc. for dressing up.
• Banana Bytes Stall at Tower Hamlets Spring Festival, Chrisp
Street Market, Poplar, E14, to spread the word on healthy eating
and showcase the children’s work with smoothie bike attraction
for children to pedal-make their own smoothies. Run with the
help of local volunteers, including Salma Rahman, and volunteer
from Hyperion Insurance.
• Mayflower Primary School children present their work to
their local GP and staff from Newby Health Centre at their school
assembly. They give 500 recipe sheets to the Centre. Parent
winners of Mayflower Masterchef are presented with their prizes.
• Bygrove Primary School children visit Chrisp Street Health
Centre to present 500 copies of their recipe booklet to the
GPs. They are given a tour of the Health Centre by Dr. Husain
who explains and demonstrates taking blood pressure and the
importance of diet for a healthy pressure.
• ArtSpokes’ presents Banana Bytes to Poplar and Limehouse
Health Network 17/2/15.
• Marner Shine School visit St Andrews Health Centre for
showing of their video, Chicken and Chips, followed by an exercise
class and snack making session. The children see their posters
displayed in the Centre.
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How we arrived at the figures:
A. Recipe booklets
B. Videos
A. Recipe books and sets of recipe booklets
1. 1,250 families received the books and sets of recipe booklets
directly from ArtSpokes or through other local organisations.
Many of the families had several children attending school.
2. 30% (315 families) added to the above figure for the potential
ripple effect of sharing within the family and extended family.
One child, for instance, wrote that she had cooked the spaghetti and meatballs with her grandmother.
3. The Healthy Lives Team and Health Trainers using the booklet,
recipe sheets and videos in family sessions for teaching. We
have based a conservative guesstimate on one group session
of ten parents every week for 40 weeks i.e. in term time to
arrive at 400 families.

B. The video showings
Idea Stores
From statistics given us by the Director of the Idea Stores, we
estimate there were 5,000 viewings by children and their families
based on average weekly visits to the four Stores of 32,000. The
videos continued to be shown at Whitechapel Idea Store for three
further weeks, increasing the number of potential viewings.
Family and Children’s visits to the Idea Stores.
Statistics from the Idea Stores
Store
Total weekly visits Families/Children’s Visits
1) Bow
5,500
1,375 (25%)
2) Chrisp Street
9,000
1,800 (20%)
3) Whitechapel
12,000
1,200 (10-15%)
4) Canary Wharf
5,500
550(10%)
Total
32,000
4,925
Bangla TV
Both videos were shown on Bangla TV on 22 July 2015 on all five
News programs between 9am and 1am. http://www.banglatv.
co.uk ‘Bangla TV is the first and most popular Bangla language
television channel outside South-Asian Sub-continent.’ It is a free
to view satellite channel and states that it has 2million viewers.
For many local people Bangla TV maybe the only Chanel they
view. We have estimated a 10% audience or 200,000 viewers.
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Actual	
  numbers	
  -‐	
  more	
  than	
  4,000	
  families	
  and	
  individuals	
  	
  
reached	
  by	
  the	
  Banana	
  Bytes	
  Healthy	
  Ea<ng	
  Campaign	
  

500	
  

550	
  

2,173	
  

200	
  

300	
  
300	
  

Recipe	
  books	
  	
  given	
  	
  to	
  families	
  through	
  schools	
  
Recipe	
  booklets	
  given	
  to	
  families	
  in	
  Idea	
  Stores	
  (Librairies),	
  Health	
  Centres,	
  Employment	
  	
  Advice	
  
Centre	
  and	
  at	
  Spring	
  FesIval	
  
Recipe	
  booklets	
  given	
  to	
  Healthy	
  Lives	
  Team	
  and	
  Health	
  Trainers	
  	
  for	
  teaching	
  
Video	
  showings	
  at	
  Woolmore	
  Primary	
  School	
  
Video	
  showings	
  at	
  Marner	
  Primary	
  School	
  
Visitors	
  to	
  Banana	
  Bytes	
  web	
  site	
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Es#mated	
  numbers	
  -‐	
  	
  a	
  further	
  300,000	
  or	
  more	
  	
  
families	
  and	
  individuals	
  reached	
  by	
  	
  
the	
  Banana	
  Bytes	
  Healthy	
  Ea#ng	
  Campaign	
  	
  
315	
  
250	
  

400	
  

105,000	
  

200,000	
  

	
  4,925.00	
  	
  

Extended	
  family	
  reached	
  through	
  sharing	
  recipe	
  booklets	
  and	
  videos	
  315	
  (30%)	
  
Families	
  reached	
  through	
  Healthy	
  Lives	
  Team	
  and	
  Health	
  Trainers	
  using	
  Banana	
  Bytes	
  material	
  
for	
  teaching	
  400	
  	
  
Bangla	
  TV	
  video	
  viewings	
  on	
  ﬁve	
  News	
  programmes	
  200,000	
  
Videos	
  viewed	
  in	
  four	
  Idea	
  Stores	
  (Libraries)	
  4,925	
  
Genesis	
  Cinema	
  Chicken	
  n	
  Chip	
  video	
  viewings	
  105,000	
  
Chrisp	
  Street	
  Health	
  Centre	
  video	
  viewings	
  in	
  waiRng	
  area	
  250	
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Genesis Cinema, Mile End Road
The Chicken n Chips video was also shown daily alongside the
advertising during June-September at Genesis Cinema. Genesis is
a family run cinema well used by local people. It seats 958 people
with 15 showings a day across 5 screens. The management chose
not to show the Hidden Sugar video as it conflicted with their
advertising.
A conservative figure of 105,000 viewings is arrived at by taking
35% of total potential viewings. This figure is calculated on total
viewings of 3.5 million in all cinemas in East London between
June-Sep 2016 giving an average per cinema of 290,000 http.
www.cinemauk.org.uk
The videos could also be viewed on Banana Bytes and Woolmore
Primary School web sites.
Hits on Banana Bytes web site October 2015 -13/7/2015
36,898 visits 2173 visitors
Other - Children’s haiku poems tweeted @gobananabytres

small bytes for big change
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Feedback:
A. The Schools
B. The Public
C. Health professionals
Banana Bytes was a two stage-project. It started in the schools
with the children, staff and parents taking part in the Banana
Bytes’ projects and then went beyond the schools to share
with local parents and the wider community, including health
professionals. Each group has given their thoughts on Banana
Bytes through conversation, questionnaires and face to face
sessions.

A. The Schools - children, parents and
teachers
ArtSpokes experimented with different questionnaires and a food
diary to varying degrees of success to establish a starting point
at the beginning of each project and then again at project end to
gauge children’s and parent’s understanding of the project, their
learning and the impact/enjoyment of the various Banana Bytes
activities. Specifically:
•
•
•
•

The problem (obesity) and its potential repercussions
The solution (healthy eating)
Their contribution (through Banana Bytes) in helping other
families change their behaviour
And their enjoyment

We planned to follow up the final project at Marner Shine
School with case studies of two children and their parents over
the summer but, unfortunately, didn’t have the funds to follow
through on this. The complete feedback from each school and
sample questionnaires are available from Artspokes.
By end of project, all the children taking part had an
understanding of the problem of child obesity in Tower Hamlets
and their role as change makers in sharing information through
the Campaign, both within the school and in their community.
They had also learnt, to a greater or lesser degree, the value of
eating healthily and had made a commitment to do so, making
individual ‘pledges’ naming , for instance, a particular fruit or
vegetable they would choose instead of the unhealthy option.
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The teacher’s feedback on Banana Bytes was generally positive
and largely reflected the timing of their project, with the two later
projects at Woolmore and Marner Primary Schools, benefiting
from the earlier projects at Bygrove and Mayflower Primary
Schools as well as the links ArtSpokes had made with local health
organisations.
Below are some of the comments from children, parents and
teachers sharing with you some of the things they learnt, what
they enjoyed and tips on healthy eating.

Children
During this project I’ve most enjoyed cooking healthy
foods as well as learning all about it. In addition to this I
now know how these will benefit me in future. Bygrove
Primary School Age 11
I enjoyed the project. It was wonderful. I loved it because
it was fun. Bygrove Primary School Age 9
This project has helped very much because I now eat
more healthily and I’ve tried new things and hope for
another Healthy Eating Club session next term maybe.
Woolmore Primary School Age 10 ½
I have learnt that if you eat a healthy snack it give you
energy and if you eat unhealthy food you don’t get
energy. Mayflower Primary School Year 4
(I liked) being creative with food. Mayflower Primary
School Year 4
I liked making food with my mom as part of Masterchef.
Mayflower Primary School Year 4
If you eat healthy you become strong. Mayflower
Primary School Year 4
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Children
I like Banana Bytes because it gives me a one in a million
chances to have sushi and make it. Marner Primary
School
I liked it because it taught me about healthy eating and
what is good for me and what is not. Also because we
got to meet a famous celebrity chef who without Banana
Bytes, we wouldn’t have been able to meet and have fun
with. Woolmore Primary School Age 10
I like this project very much because you: Learn –
discover – make - do exciting things - have fun - EAT! :-D
Woolmore Primary School Age 10
I never knew that drinks like apple juice had more sugar
than Ribena. I didn’t know about the Hidden Sugar.
Woolmore Primary School Year 4
I think it’s (Chicken n Chips) unhealthy because it has lots
of salt and it is oily. Marner Primary School
Chicken and chips nearly have 5000 calories. We need at
least a little bit of fat. If we get lots of fat then it will be
stored in our belly. Marner Primary School
If you have too much fat you can get diabetes, stroke or
a heart attack. You need a little fat so you can get warm.
If you have too much saturated fat it gets stuck in your
body, which is not good. Marner Primary School
Banana Bytes is a fun thing to learn. Marner Primary
School
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Parents
I have made the pasta salad with my girls. Very
easy to follow the instructions. I like to see more
pictures because it’s easy to understand the leaflets
the more pictures with writings next to the better.
It will be also nice if there is more and bigger leaflets
and the booklets. When I first saw the pictures of
this leaflets it attracted my eyes and I went for it like
a bumblebee. The colours are very good and I also
took the leaflet home and me my girls made pasta
salads and it was very easy to make and so much
messy. Mayflower Primary School Age 24-34
The project really helped the children understand
about the hidden sugars as they visually experienced
it (through making the video). It really encouraged
and motivated the children to get involved. It was
enjoyable with the talks and Cook & Eat. Everyone
was involved with discussions and the activities.
Interesting projects for each week. Woolmore
Primary School
It helped me to learn about hidden sugars in our
food and drinks. It helped me to learn about the
right snacks to give to my children. Woolmore
Primary School
I would like to see more of these recipe booklets of
more variety of foods. I would like these projects
to be involved in more other schools which would
benefit everyone. Mayflower Primary School Age
24-34
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Teachers
Banana Bytes has inspired cooking at home and
healthy eating. The content of the video and
PowerPoint (the children and parents made) had
real impact (on other families). The children and
parents were engaged. We didn’t have to remind
them to come (to the sessions)! The partnership
between parents and children (in the project) will
result in lasting and sustainable learning. The
number of sessions and group size were perfect.
Woolmore Primary School
The most memorable part of this project is children
being creative making different pictures using fruit
and vegetables. Though it may not have directly
promoted healthy eating, the children were able
to experience something different with food they
would normally see in the kitchen or market.
Mayflower Primary School
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B. The Public
Eight feedback sessions were held with families in three Idea
Stores and two Baby Clinics as well as a Fête. Feedback forms
and recipe booklets were also left at the Bromley by Bow
Employment and Skills Centre where visitors, eleven of whom
were Bangladeshi, returned fifteen forms. In total, 107 recipe
and video forms were returned by families/the Community,
the majority from Bangladeshi women but also White British,
Pakistani, Somali, Italian, Romanian, Black Caribbean and Yemeni
reflecting the very diverse groups living in Tower Hamlets. 94%
selected Good-Very Good in response to the questions. Health
Professionals returned 6 recipe forms and, again, their responses
were exceptionally positive, 99% being Good-Very Good.

FAMILIES/THE COMMUNITY 113 RESPONSES
69 Recipe Forms returned. 94% chose Good-Very Good
38 Video Forms returned by 25 adults and 13 children.
85% chose Good-Very Good
CLINICIANS 6 RESPONSES
6 Recipe Forms returned. 99% chose Good-Very Good

THE RECIPE BOOKS were very popular and people said they
would like more books distributed and new booklets published..
Parents commented on how helpful it was to have simple, healthy
and cheap recipe ideas. Parents also liked the clarity of the layout
and thought that the step by step photos were easy to follow.
The majority (over 90%) liked the colours and size of the booklet
and said they would be attracted to pick it up in a health centre.
They also said that the recipe instructions were easy to follow
and that the recipes were well chosen and that they would like to
try them. They found the information at the back of the booklet
useful and said that they had learnt some new healthy info from
looking at the book or booklet. They thought that recipes were a
good way of encouraging people to eat more healthily.
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Parent’s Recipe Feedback form, ‘I would like to see more of these recipe booklets
of variety foods. I would like these project to be involved in more other schools
which would benefit everyone.”
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A Bangladeshi woman’s comment was especially pleasing,
Very useful leaflets specially designed for Indian sub-continent
food recipes. It will help to follow healthy diets without changing
much. Newby Place Baby Clinic Age 45+ Bangladeshi
One of the main aims of Banana Bytes was to reach the Asian
community through culturally relevant material. The fact that
this person viewed the recipes as accessible and an easy step
to healthy living was very gratifying. The national Change4Life
Campaign has highlighted the fact that it is not reaching minority
groups.
Suggestions for the next recipe booklet included soups to replace
commercial sugary baby foods, recipes particularly aimed at
toddlers and more western and European recipes. An indication
of the total cost for each recipe would also be useful.
What families said could be improved:
For non-readers, simpler recipes with less information on the
page and more photos would make recipes easier to follow. The
most average-low ratings went to size of booklet, helpfulness of
the photos, usefulness of the info at back of booklet, the selection
of recipes and the cover of the booklet. But these comments
were only made by one or two individuals.

THE VIDEOS were also very popular and had a definite impact
in informing parents,
This videos is really fantastic because now I know what is the
sugar and I am eating and I should avoid. Idea Store Chrisp Street
Age 24-34
The majority (over 80%) said the videos were easy to understand,
that they learnt something new and that the videos would
encourage them to change their behaviour. They also thought
that videos were a good way to encourage people to eat more
healthily, and said they would like to watch them again and would
like to see more videos like this.
Parents thought that the videos should be shown in health
centres and schools. Children when questioned, understood that
Chicken n Chips was unhealthy and remembered specific facts in
the video, such as the number of spoons of sugar in Lucozade.
Both children and parents thought that a video was better than a
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leaflet. One parent said that people often don’t read information
leaflets. Several parents, however, asked for a ‘take away’ info
card to go with the video.
Hidden Sugar was thought to be clearer than Chicken n Chips
because it was simpler and had fewer words/less text. Calories
and quantities of fat are difficult to grasp and one person
suggested illustrating the fat content visually with teaspoons as in
the Hidden Sugar video. One person in particular said that she
found Chicken n Chips less useful as she couldn’t read English.
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Parent’s Video Feedback form, ‘This videos is really fantastics because now I know what
is the sugar, what I am eating and I should avoid.’
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Parent’s comments on the recipe book/booklets
Both leaflets are well thought out and helpful. I am impressed especially
with the involvement of the community. Chrisp Street Baby Clinic Age
24-34 British Bengali
They (the recipes) help you to learn how to cook in a healthier way. It’s
very useful.
Measurements information at back of booklet is very useful. Also the
links at the back. Newby Place Baby Clinic Age 24-34 British
I think it is a great initiative, obesity levels in Tower Hamlets was shocking
to hear. The booklets are child friendly and will be very handy to use
with my 6 year old, as it’s very visual. And the step-by-step instructions
including school children in the photographs are very user friendly and
will encourage me and my child to follow. It will also aid those who
are unable to read, to follow the pictures there or will reach out to
members of the community who are hard to reach. Idea Store Bow Age
35 Pakistani
I like the idea of healthy booklet and leaflets. It is a good way encourage
parents to cook and prepare healthier food for the children. I would like
to have more booklet recipes book printed out so parents can take them
home. Idea Store Bow Age 35-44 White Other
My daughter said this leaflet is better than the ones she gets at school.
She would also like to try the recipes out. Mayflower School Age 24-34
Bangladeshi
I would like to see more of these recipe booklets of more variety of foods.
I would like these projects to be involved in more other schools which
would benefit everyone. Mayflower School Age 24-34 Bangladeshi
Very useful leaflets specially designed for Indian sub-continent food
recipes. It will help to follow healthy diets without changing much.
Newby Place Baby Clinic Age 45+ Bangladeshi
Everything is very clear and someone who don’t know how to cook
healthy would benefit from this booklet. Mayflower School Parent
Bangladeshi
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Parent’s comments on the videos
This is very important. A lot of food has high sugar and people don’t
know. . Idea Store Bow Age 24-34 White British
The videos were easy to follow and got the message across, although
I had to watch them more than once for me to pick up the key points.
These videos will be very useful in Health Centres and other waiting areas
where there are likely to be families with young children. Idea Store Bow
35-44 Pakistani
Sugar most useful. I’d like an information sheet to take away. Idea Store
Bow Age 24-34
This is helpful. I would like to see more like this. A general video on
healthy eating. Good to show in health centres. Idea Store Bow Age 3544 Somali
My children (6 and 4 years) also enjoyed the videos as it showed older
children. They also understood the video. It would be useful to have
these videos shown in schools. I only happened to see them because of
the location I chose to sit in the Idea store. Children in nursery upwards
would definitely benefit from seeing these. Using children in the video
was a good idea to convey the message to other children, rather than
‘nagging adults. Idea Store Bow Age 35-44 White British

And some children’s comments
We would like to have these videos in our school, Globe and Stewart
Headlem Primary Schools. Idea Store Whitechapel Age 8 & 9
I think videos are a better way of spreading facts because of lot of people
are interested in videos. Idea Store Whitechapel Age11
Chip and chiking isent helthy. Idea Store Whitechapel Age 6
The sugar was in the Lucozade is 8 and a half (teaspoons). Idea Store
Whitechapel Age 8
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C. The Health Professionals comments

Really love the book and leaflets. Recipes easy to follow and
vegetarian recipes, which I love. Bromley by Bow Health
Centre Nurse
The leaflets are brilliant! I will definitely give them to patients. They are simple to follow – the recipes look delicious, healthy and relatively cheap. We would need lots of
them as I think they will be popular with patients. Bromley
by Bow Health Centre Nurse
The leaflets are a great way to promote healthy eating. I will
definitely hand them out to my patients. Bromley by Bow
Health Centre Health Advisor
Put the leaflets on the table and people were interested in
them straight away. Bromley by Bow Health Centre Nurse
Sustained healthy eating and living has such a positive outcome on health and life, it was a joy to have supported such
an important project, and see the hard (and fun!) work of
the children. Chrisp Street Health Centre Dr Zahra Husain
We were delighted to help the Banana Bytes Campaign.
It’s a great project and it’s fantastic to see children being
so aware of how to eat healthily, and being so enthusiastic
about it. The booklet looks great, has some top tips, and
several of us have spotted a recipe we’d like to try. Inviting
the children into the surgery was the least we could do after all their hard work. Chrisp Street Health Centre Practice
Manager, Simon Robinson
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The Artists:
Artists bring a fresh approach, new ideas and different skills to help
change attitudes.
Six artists took part in Banana Bytes with Sarah from ArtSpokes. They
organised, directed and inspired the children and came up with engaging
ways to present the drawings, ideas and recipes produced during the
course of the project.
The material was intended to be shared locally and, where possible,
nationally, and it was very important that it was of professional quality
and reproduced and presented to a high standard.
ArtSpokes is a very small organisation and involves other artists on a
temporary basis. Each school decided what they would like to do and
which art-forms they thought would best address the problems of child
obesity. Drawing, digital design, video and animation were the options
proposed by ArtSpokes.
Bygrove School chose to make a recipe book. Given our budget, in this
case, we approached DK Books who generously allocated Charlotte,
Children’s Book Designer, to work on the layout and design of the recipe
book. Charlotte creating the very appealing, 10 Easy and Healthy Recipes.
In the Feedback on the recipe book and booklets 93% of families chose
Good-Very Good.
Charlotte also visited Bygrove school and talked to the children about her
career as a book designer and later came to the launch of Banana Bytes
at the Spring Festival event. Her contribution to Banana Bytes was much
appreciated.
Tim Newton, filmmaker, took part in the Woolmore and Marner Shine
School Banana Bytes’ projects, making the two excellent videos, Hidden
Sugar and Chicken n Chips. Tim has twenty years experience as a
filmmaker and director and came up with some striking footage, also
advising on the length of video, as well as choosing the music. The videos
are professional, fun and informative and have had very good feedback
from the public.
Haiku poet, Little Onion, alias Paul Conneally, was recommended by the
Japan Society. He spent a day with the children at Marner Shine School
as part of Japan Day. The children created some memorable haiku
poems inspired by Little Onion and the wonderful fruit and veg from
Chrisp Street Market. Little Onion is a great Twitter advocate, haiku being
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perfectly suited to the 140 character limit of Twitter, or twihaiku, and
he tweeted several of the children’s poems daily @gobananabytes
spreading the word on healthy eating and directing people to the
Banana Bytes web site.
Sarah from ArtSpokes is a visual artist. She set up Banana Bytes,
directed and co-ordinated the project and personally funded a
significant element through ArtSpokes. Sarah established the creative
focus of Banana Bytes and ensured that the Campaign artwork
would be of high quality. Sarah also designed the Mayflower Snack
Recipe booklets and ran digital workshops introducing the children
to Inkscape, free digital drawing software, for the creation of posters,
drawings and recipe book icons. Sarah encouraged the children to
install the software at home so that they could continue developing
their skills. She also designed the look of the Banana Bytes web
site, did the research for the videos and used her knowledge of ESL
(English as a Second Language) to make recipe books and videos
accessible to the community.
Banana Bytes was very fortunate in also having the help of three
volunteers on Japan Day and at the Spring Festival, Noriko Michigami,
a local artist, Yukari Iwamoto and Ayako Fujiwara from the Royal
College of Art. Noriko and Ayako taught the children origami and
Yukari shared with them her knowledge of Japanese calligraphy
taught to her by her grandmother.
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The health organisation:
Local health advisors, clinicians and health organizations supported
Banana Bytes during the course of the year with:
•

Talks to parents and children
•

Health advice
•

Gathering feedback
•

Checking health content of recipe books and video
•

Distributing recipe booklets, showing videos, displaying posters
•

Inviting groups of children to take a tour of their health centre
Abigail Gilbert, Public Health, Tower Hamlets, was key in helping us
get started within the borough health services, putting us in contact
with other key people within Tower Hamlets. The number of health
advisors and health organisations who supported Banana Bytes grew
as we got to know more people and as the project progressed (see
Challenges section 9). These individuals and organisations were a
vital source of advice and knowledge. They were also central to the
Campaign, in distributing booklets and showing the videos to the
public. We thank them for entering into the spirit of the Campaign.

The organisations which were important to Banana
Bytes were:
1. The Healthy Lives Team
2. The Health Trainers
3. The Dieticians
4. The four local health centres: Chrisp Street, Newby Place,
Andrews and Bromley-by-Bow.

St

1. The Healthy Lives Team advises and supports schools on healthy
living. Kate Smith, Head of the Healthy Lives Team, and Laura
Flanagan, Healthy Lives Adviser, made useful suggestions. Laura
visited Bygrove Primary School, contributed recipes to the
web site and ran a session on the Eatwell Plate for parents and
children taking part in Woolmore Primary School Banana Bytes.
2. The Health Trainers provide free guidance to adults on healthier
living across four areas in Tower Hamlets. Two schools fell within
the South East Locality (Poplar), the other two, within the North
East Locality (Bow). Marium and Dee, ‘Poplar’ Trainers, ran a
healthy eating session for parents at Woolmore School. Georgia
Ramirez, their Team Leader, took part in sessions for parents
during Banana Bytes week at the Idea Stores (libraries).
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3. Dieticians: Schools Dietician for the Community, Kayee Chan, part of the
Nutrition and Dietetics Team, Barts Health NHS, ensured that the Bygrove and
Mayflower recipes were ‘healthy’, particularly those contributed by parents
and children. Nutritionist, Georgia Puckett, checked the health information for
the Chicken n Chips video, generously doing this in her own time. We also had
some lively discussions over the Hidden Sugars video with the Public Health
Dietician for Tower Hamlets.
4. The Health Centres:
Chrisp Street Health Centre, 100 Chrisp St, Poplar, London E14 6PG
Practice Manager, Simon Robinson, warmly welcomed Banana Bytes as did
all the centre staff when Bygrove children visited Chrisp Street to present
their recipe books to the Centre. Dr Husain took the children on a tour of
Chrisp Street and explained and demonstrated taking blood pressure and the
importance of diet for a healthy pressure. She later gave a talk to parents and
children at Woolmore Primary School on digestion and even contributed recipes
she had enjoyed as a child to the web site. Chrisp Street Centre also showed
the children’s videos in the waiting area.
Newby Place Health Centre, 21 Newby Pl, Poplar, London E14 0EY Practice
Manager Meher Hossain and Dr Ali, lead practitioner, visited Mayflower School
Assembly where the children presented them with 500 copies of their recipe
leaflets. These were then displayed in the waiting areas along with the recipe
books. ArtSpokes’ presented Banana Bytes to Poplar and Limehouse Health
Network at Newby Place Centre. Both Chrisp Street and Newby Place Centre
gave us the opportunity to gather Feedback from parents at their Baby Clinics.
St Andrews Health Centre, 2 Hannaford Walk, London E3 3FF.and Bromley by
Bow Health Centre St Leonard’s St, London E3 3BT are part of the Bromley by
Bow Partnership. Dr Beccy Scott, Marium Begum, Healthcare adviser, Luthfa
Begum, Health Literacy and Emma Cassells, Patient First Project Manager,
supported Banana Bytes with talks to parents and children at Marner School,
as well as distributing recipe books and Feedback questionnaires to clinicians
and sharing info on accessible language for ESL (English as a Second Language)
speakers. The Bromley by Bow Partnership runs a Health Literacy Project.
Marium and Luthfa also organised a Banana Bytes video showing for a group of
Marner Shine School children at St Andrews Health Centre, along with a very
engaging tour of the centre, an exercise class and a healthy fruit snack session
with Nutritionist Georgia Puckett.
All the centres displayed and distributed the children’s recipe booklets and
posters. But only Chrisp Street and St Andrews Health Centres showed the
videos, for the reasons explained under Challenges Section 9.
Altogether sixteen Health workers and clinicians supported Banana Bytes during
the course of the year with talks, advice and feedback and we thank them for
their contribution.
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Challenges
•

Involving the schools – it took two months to contact and meet
with the schools and set up projects. We approached seven
schools in the area we had chosen, six of whom responded.
Most schools have a teacher who takes the lead on health
alongside their teaching duties and is the first point of contact
within the schools. The schools who took part were four of nine
primary schools in the Poplar Partnership, a small charity set
up to tackle the problems of deprivation in Poplar. The four
schools were committed to the project contributing staff, space
and some financial support.

•

The Council and Health organisations - getting to know and
understand the organisation of the borough health services,
who to talk to within Tower Hamlets Council and the health
centres, and then meeting with them, again took some time.
The presentation of Banana Bytes to Poplar and Limehouse
Health Network took place in February 2015, half way through
the project.
Art based projects such as Banana Bytes can be viewed with
some scepticism and even hostility by health professionals but,
on the whole, we were met with openness and generosity.
It is also possible to confuse health workers’ very busy
schedules (many work part time) and, in the case of the health
centres, have critical calls on their time, with disinterest or
even a rebuff. But this is not usually the case. Patience and
persistence does pay off and most people were pleased to help,
offer advice, share knowledge.

•

‘Accuracy’ of health information is a minefield we hadn’t
considered and hadn’t accounted for in the costing of the
project. It involved us in an immense amount of research in
order to be able to stand by the information we were putting
into the public domain.
We relied on the good will of two community Dieticians/
nutritionist over the course of Banana Bytes to check accuracy
of information and to ensure it was consistent with other
information published within the borough. Unfortunately, we
didn’t have a budget to pay the dieticians, who both worked
part-time. Paying a dietician would need to be factored into a
similar project. We also experienced conflict between wanting
accuracy and consistency of information and our own aims and
audiences’ needs.
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•

The precise language used by dieticians was sometimes at odds with
the clarity, simplicity and directness we wanted in the videos for the
audience we were aiming to reach, many of whom were second language
speakers. From our point of view, the first video, Hidden Sugar is more
successful in communicating the message than the second video,
Chicken n Chips where words such as ‘at risk of diabetes’, calories and
‘alternative’ crept in. This was also reflected in feedback from families.
On the other hand, the Chicken n Chip video reaches a different, more
literate audience and will serve as a useful teaching tool where a health
professional is present to explain content. It also proposes some healthy
alternatives, which Hidden Sugar does not. The video was a learning
curve for ArtSpokes, navigating our way through the often conflicting
information on healthy eating.
•

The videos and naming brands - we had to get legal advise on where
we stood legally vis a vis naming large corporates like Tesco and Suntory
(Lucozade and Ribena) in the Hidden Sugars video.

•

Technical hitches in displaying the videos in the health centres and
Idea Stores (libraries). Chrisp Street Health Centre was the only centre
to have total control over their video system and both videos were shown
on a loop within a PowerPoint presentation. Newby Health Centre’s
digital display was set up on a loop controlled by an outside organisation
and we had to accept, after many months, that we would not be able to
display the videos on their main screen. Practice Managers are under
a lot of pressure and we had to strike a balance, between persistence
and our desire to share the video and their time and space. It was
disappointing. However, we did show the videos to families on an ipad
during the Baby Clinics. There were also some technical difficulties
to overcome at the Idea Stores, particularly in Canary Wharf Store,
where, at that time, some software could not be updated. However, by
experimenting with various formats, the Idea Store technicians came up
trumps and the videos were shown successfully on all sites.

•

Using the ICT units in the different schools as always proved exacting
each unit being in high demand, slightly different in set up and the
technicians not usually to hand to help. This was especially the case
at Marner Primary School where the sessions were run on a Saturday.
Bygrove School was exceptional in that the ICT technician had a real
interest in Banana Bytes, making suggestions, solving problems and
generally contributing creatively to the project.

•

Timing. The end of the project at Mayflower Primary School overlapped
with the beginning of Ramadan, June 28th making it more difficult or
impossible for some parents and children to participate

.
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What worked, what didn’t work and
how it could be adapted:
1. The school projects
2. Digital technology
3. Measurement
1. The School Projects - Banana Bytes was a pilot which aimed
to be flexible and tailored to local need. Each school project,
though set within a broad framework, was to some extent, a
one off. The four projects were very different in the numbers
of children involved, their organisation and even where and
when they took place. They ranged in scale from the intimacy
of Bygrove School with eight children to Marner Shine, which
included sixty children; from sessions during school, after-school,
to all day Saturday. As a result each project had its own character
and strengths and its own momentum. The variety and difference
was an advantage and evidence of the versatility and adaptability
of Banana Bytes. It also allowed us to compare different
approaches.
The order in which the pilot projects took place also had an affect,
the later projects benefiting from the learning of the earlier ones
and from the contacts we had made within the health services.
We appreciate the four school’s willingness to allow us to pilot
Banana Bytes in their schools.
The success of each of project shows that there is room for
multiple kinds of Banana Bytes type projects from the very
focused and teacher led as at Bygrove Primary School to the
more inventive and experimental activities of Mayflower Primary
School. Each has its own value and much to offer. What the four
school projects all had in common, was a desire to help their
children and their community by helping solve the problem of
child obesity.
Banana Bytes is about listening and building on teachers
and families’ knowledge and experience so it does involve a
commitment from staff. Given how busy teachers are and
that some schools prefer to have a module, we think that the
Woolmore project may comes closest to that expectation and
have the greatest possibility of being repeated in other schools in
the future.
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Having given thought to what worked and what didn’t in each of
the four pilot projects, the following points could be useful generic
guidelines/suggestions for a future Banana Bytes type project:
•

Numbers of children and parents taking part - is dependent on the
activity/equipment/space/staff but twenty proved a good number
and dynamic for involving everyone. For larger groups, such as a
Year group, some activities with the whole group combined with
other activities in smaller groups was effective.
•

Six session of 2 hours each worked well giving a useful number of
activities and keeping everyone interested and engaged.
•

Timing e.g. after-school sessions can avoid conflict with the school
schedule/space and give access to the kitchen.
•

The involvement of health professionals well in advance and having
a fall-back contingency plan. A budget to pay a Nutritionist, if
necessary.*
•

Two members of school staff sharing the responsibilities and tasks
involved in a project is very helpful. It avoids stress and is a rich
source of ideas e.g. the combination of Parental Engagement and
class teacher.
•

A structured approach with one health theme/point for each
session linked to the dish being cooked/art activity.
•

A good balance of cooking, health information and art. At
Woolmore, for instance, four of the sessions included a talk by an
invited health professional or the Celerity Chef.
•

Having a Celebrity Chef and other visitors, such as Charlotte from
DK Books, adds fun, interest and makes the project special and
memorable.
•

A ‘friendly’ time set aside at end of sessions to share prepared
food, talk about the session and gather feedback from parents and
children.
•

Choosing dishes to prepare and cook which will allow time for the
above - chutneys and dips worked well.
•

Separating the art and cooking activities. The parents had a Cook
and Eat session with the Health Trainers while the children made
the video giving each group dedicated time with a health adviser or
artist. **
•

Potential for linking in with school literacy classes. ***
•

The parents and children personally chosen and invited to take part
This resulted in 100% attendance over the six weeks at Woolmore.
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* Unfortunately, the Healthy Lives Adviser was on compassionate
leave during the Bygrove and Mayflower projects. This meant that
there wasn’t dedicated face-to-face Healthy expert time given to
these two projects.
** At Bygrove Primary School, we ran the cooking and some of
the art activities side by side, dividing the group into two, half the
children drawing and the other half cooking, which sometimes
caused a conflict of space and attention.
*** There is a potential for linking in with school literacy classes
e.g. to help parents write instructions for their recipes.
2. Digital technology - the web site, Twitter, satellite TV and
cinema increased the number of people potentially reached by
Banana Bytes to a conservative figure of 300,000.
Bananabytes.net was a very effective and essential ‘face’ and
‘landing point’ for the Campaign where information could be
shared and events celebrated. It was set up and developed over
the course of the year with the technical help of a volunteer from
Media Trust and with the input and participation of the children.
Each school had their own password to the child secure blog
where the children could add comments and post pictures. In
total, over 6 months it had 36,898 visits by 2,173 visitors.
Bananabytes.net had some drawbacks. It was very labour
intensive to set up and maintain and it was difficult to persuade
schools and children to use the blog outside the project. Each
school also had their child safe internet security set up which
sometimes blocked access to the Banana Bytes blog, frustrating
users.
Digital technology has a very important part to play in sharing
information, however, many older people, particularly amongst
ethnic minorities, are still unfamiliar and uncomfortable with
using computers, iPads and smart phones (even if they had access
to them) so printed booklets still have value. We also came up
against outdated software and closed access to digital health care
displays which drastically limited our potential audience locally in
key areas like health centre waiting rooms.
All these are surmountable problems which, were the project to
continue, would be resolved with time and funding.
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3. Children’s questionnaires and monitoring and measuring
change - Change isn’t easily measurable and we relied on verbal
and written feedback including pledges the children made to eat
healthier food. We experimented with different ‘Before’ and
‘After’ questionnaires and a food diary in school to varying degrees
of success. We planned to follow up the final project at Marner
School with case studies of two children and their parents over the
summer holidays to see how the children got on with their pledges
to healthier eating. Unfortunately we didn’t have the funding to
follow through on this. A lot more time and funding would need to
be invested in devising a simple and accessible ‘Before’ and ‘After’
questionnaire/or developing a more imaginative way of measuring
the outcome of a project.
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The cost of Banana Bytes
The actual cost of the one year project was £15,000 of which £6,300
was funded by Network for Social Change, Hyperion Insurance and
Waitrose with contributions from the four schools. The remaining
amount was funded by ArtSpokes. The £15K covers the four
school projects, printing costs, fees to artists, web site design,
admin, meetings, gathering and analysing feedback, promoting the
children’s work, and does not include writing this Report.
In addition DK Books contributed 2-3 weeks design time, Saatchi &
Saatchi, the design of the logo, a Media Trust volunteer the setting
up and maintenance of the blog and the four schools provided staff,
space and equipment.
We think a realistic figure for an extensive project such as this would
be £20,000 and consider this is a small price for the benefits gained.
When compared with the 8 billion spent by the NHS on one single
obesity related disease – Type 2 Diabetes – the cost of rolling out
Banana Bytes type campaigns across London would be very cost
effective.
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The larger picture
Banana Bytes showed that children and parents in Tower Hamlets are
keen to eat healthily and be informed but healthier choices need to
be made easier and more accessible especially to minority groups.
Straightforward, non technical language combined with visuals are
most helpful as the first line of approach for ESL families. The Banana
Bytes recipe booklets were very well received but several parents
asked for even greater simplicity in a larger format.
The Hidden Sugar video proved how effective the teaspoon measure
is in getting across quantity. The teaspoon is a variable and less than
accurate measure but it is a familiar one. One parent proposed the
spoon measure could also be used to show fat content. In Hidden
Sugar, we encouraged parents to check the label but if current food
labelling is dense, complicated, inaccessible and inconsistent, then
parents stumble at the first post. And parents have the greatest
impact on a child’s diet.
Banana Bytes demonstrated children’s and parent’s enthusiasm for
cooking but in one school, after-school cooking classes had been cut.
Obesity statistics alone are a compelling argument for cooking classes
being actively supported in every nursery and primary school by
central government funding.
A local approach needs to sit alongside a government programme
committed to eliminating child obesity. The UK government Soft
Drinks Industry Levy (April 2018) (the Sugar Tax) is a step in the right
direction but in the face of the 14 billion being spent annually on
obesity related diseases, much more determined, comprehensive,
holistic and coherent government action is needed. Simpler, clearer
labelling, banning advertising for sugary products on all kids and
prime time TV, online and on packaging, and even taking some
choices away, would all be positive actions. In Amsterdam the
banning of all fruit juices in school has contributed to a 12% fall in
child obesity over 3 years.
Banana Bytes has helped make healthier eating easier locally but
healthier choices also need to be made easier by government. A
commitment to eliminate child obesity by 2030 could be achieved
in London with a strong lead by the Mayor of London - and the
estimated 540m which will be raised by the Sugar Tax.
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Summary
The Banana Bytes Campaign was very successful in the number
of people it involved, the quality of the materials produced and
the large numbers who received the recipes or viewed the videos.
It achieved the aims set out in our original proposal – to enable
local children and parents to create their own Healthy Eating
Campaign to help tackle child obesity. By the end of the project,
all the participants understood the problem of obesity and ways
to avoid it. Feedback from public and clinicians showed that the
Campaign had contributed to making healthy choices easier for
local people with simple clear information and affordable ideas.
The involvement of the schools and the support of local health
and marketing organizations and publishing companies took
several months to set up but once in place, they showed great
commitment and generosity. Each school viewed their Banana
Bytes project as part of the larger scheme and chose a theme
which would complement the themes chosen by the three other
schools to produce a coherent Campaign.
The immediate feedback on the healthy eating material created
by the children was very positive. It was seen by both local
people and most health providers as relevant, informative
and fun. They appreciated the fact that it had originated in
their community. The feedback shows that an imaginative
and personal approach initiated in the community by trusted
organisations (the schools), happening alongside and with the
support of the existing borough Healthy Eating provision has real
value in reaching and informing local people in an accessible
way in keeping with their traditional diet and their budget.
Feedback also demonstrated that there is a demand for healthy,
interesting, easy and cheap recipes presented in simple every day
language as well as short and memorable videos such as Hidden
Sugars. Families and health professionals wanted more booklets
published and more videos made.
We monitored behaviour changes with written questionnaires
and informal conversation but given our resources in both time
and money, we were unable to do so as rigorously as we would
have liked. This should also be an ongoing process. However,
the comments by children and parents show that they were
influenced by the Banana Bytes Campaign in a very positive way
and intended to change behaviour.
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Artists can bring a fresh approach, new ideas and different skills to help
change attitudes. They are less constrained than traditional government
funded organisations and a campaign such as Banana Bytes shows that
an imaginative approach powered by and geared to the local community
can have a definite impact on groups which have a very high rate of
obesity and which fall outside the reach of national campaigns.
The success of each of the school project shows that there is room for
multiple kinds of Banana Bytes type projects from the very focused
and teacher led as at Bygrove Primary School to the more inventive
and experimental activities of Mayflower Primary School. Each has its
own value and much to offer. What the four school projects all had in
common, was a desire to help their children and their community by
helping solve the problem of child obesity.
Banana Bytes cost 15K. When compared with the 8 billion spent by the
NHS on one single obesity related disease – Type 2 Diabetes – rolling
out Banana Bytes type campaigns across London would be very cost
effective.
This Report goes hand in hand with:
•

A colourful PowerPoint presentation summarising
Banana Bytes and giving the flavour of the project
•

2 videos, recipe booklets and posters

Visit www.artspokes.com
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Some useful links
Child Health Profile Tower Hamlets Public Health England March 2017
Trust for London comparison chart on child obesity in the London
Boroughs 2015-16
Off the scales Report by Centre for Social Justice December 2017
Tower Hamlets Council
Obesity Update 2017 The world context OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development)
Amsterdam Healthy Weight Mission: A Healthy Weight for All Children
in Amsterdam in 2033
Chicken Shop Mile The Guardian January 2016
The ‘School Foodshed’: Schools and fast-food outlets in a London
borough. 2012 Report on Fast Food Outlets in Tower Hamlets
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